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Animal-Assisted Interventions (AAI) have become more prevalent in recent years, with
dog-assisted interventions among the most popular. The literature suggests that a
variety of dog-human interventions have the potential for beneficial outcomes for human
participants and owners, however, critical gaps in knowledge still exist. Research
addressing intervention outcomes for dogs, and the impact of AAI on the dog-human
bond, has lagged behind. Even less is known about how dogs perceive child partners
in AAI settings. The current study, which involved AAI for youth with developmental
disabilities and their family dog, aimed to determine if the dog’s style of attachment
to a primary adult caretaker in the home was predictive of dog-child attachment style
pre-and post-intervention. Using a Secure Base Test (SBT), the attachment style of the
family dog toward an adult owner/parent was evaluated, and the attachment style of
the dog toward the participating child was assessed before and after the dog-assisted
interventions. The dog’s attachment style to the child was then compared to the dog-
parent attachment style. The findings show that all dogs with a secure attachment to
the child at the initial assessment also had a secure attachment to the parent. It was
also demonstrated that AAI has the potential to change the attachment style between a
family dog and child to a more secure attachment, and that the dog-parent attachment
style is a significant predictor of which dogs were able to develop a secure attachment
to the child over the course of the AAI.

Keywords: human-animal interaction, animal-assisted intervention, Do As I Do, attachment, Secure Base Test,
dog, family, children

INTRODUCTION

Animal-Assisted Interventions (AAI) have increased in prevalence in recent years (Julius et al.,
2013; O’Haire, 2017). Consequently, there has been increased research on the effectiveness and
efficacy of different AAI approaches and predictors of outcomes across different populations
(O’Haire, 2017; Hu et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2019; Chitic et al., 2020). Dog-assisted interventions
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are among the most common AAI, likely due to a number
of factors including, but not limited to, a dog’s accessibility,
trainability, cost of care, and size (Linder et al., 2018). Critical
gaps in knowledge about factors that may lead to successful
AAIs still exist (O’Haire, 2017; Wanser and Udell, 2019; Wanser
et al., 2019; Chitic et al., 2020). For example, little research has
focused on the dog’s perception of, or response to, the human
participant or the intervention experience. This factor could play
an important role in the efficacy of the dog’s performance in
the intervention and have implications for the wellbeing of both
the dog and the human. How the dog perceives and responds
to the human participant may be especially important for
AAIs designed for children, including children with disabilities
(Wanser et al., 2019). Animals, including dogs, have been known
to respond in less predictable ways in the presence of these
populations which can in some cases lead to increased risk
(Overall and Love, 2001; Yin, 2011). Nevertheless, dogs are
commonly used in therapeutic settings and interventions with
both children and individuals with disabilities (Leonardi et al.,
2017; Jones et al., 2019). Less is known about why some dog-child
pairs clash (e.g., specific stimuli, strained interaction history,
etc.) and others form successful relationships in home and/or
intervention settings.

One factor that may be particularly relevant is attachment.
Attachment can be defined as a bond that forms between two
individuals, often a dependent individual (child or animal) and
their caregiver, that promotes contact- and proximity-seeking, as
well as stress reduction and facilitation of independent behavior
in the case of secure attachments (Bowlby, 1958; Harlow, 1958).
Research has demonstrated that dogs can form attachment
bonds to their human caregivers (Topál et al., 1998; Palmer
and Custance, 2008; Mariti et al., 2013) and humans can form
attachment bonds to their dogs (Barker and Barker, 1988; Cohen,
2002; Kurdek, 2009). Once established, these bonds have the
potential to benefit both the animal (Serpell and Barrett, 1995)
and human with the strength and quality of attachment (e.g.,
attachment style) serving as predictive variables for health and
welfare outcomes (Garrity et al., 1989; Rooney and Bradshaw,
2002; Bennett and Rohlf, 2007; Meyer and Forkman, 2014;
Wanser et al., 2019). Furthermore, it is possible that the influence
of AAI’s conducted with a participant’s own pet could be
impacted by the nature and strength of the pre-established bond
between the participant and animal (Wanser et al., 2019), or
that participation in an AAI could alter the quality of the dyad’s
attachment bond, potentially in both the AAI and home settings.

When considering attachment quality, a range of different
styles of attachment have been identified, which can broadly be
divided into secure and insecure attachment styles. Individuals
with secure attachment bonds can more effectively use their
caretaker to reduce stress and display contact-exploration balance
(Secure Base Effect) that allows them to explore and engage
effectively in novel contexts and environments (Bowlby, 1958;
Julius et al., 2013). Individuals with insecure attachments are
still bonded to their caretaker, but this bond does not as readily
facilitate stress reduction or a return to normal behavior in
novel contexts (Bowlby, 1982; Ainsworth, 1989; Julius et al.,
2013). There is currently some evidence that a dog’s attachment

style toward their caretaker may influence their performance in
AAI contexts (Wanser and Udell, 2019; Wanser et al., 2019).
For example, in one Animal-Assisted Activity (AAA) study,
the attachment style between a trained therapy dog and their
handler/caretaker was evaluated prior to a mock therapy session.
Dogs behaved similarly toward their handlers and toward the
mock therapy participants independent of attachment style with
one exception: Dogs with an insecure attachment to their handler
spent more time gazing back at that handler (and consequently
less time gazing at the therapy participant) during the session
compared to securely attached dogs. Such factors could influence
therapeutic outcomes, and could also indicate that securely
attached dogs may have lower stress levels during at least
some forms of AAA sessions compared to those with insecure
attachments (Wanser and Udell, 2019).

Oftentimes dogs who participate in AAI are handled by
their owner and engage with unfamiliar AAI participants
(as in the abovementioned study), but other times AAI can
involve a human participant engaging with a familiar dog,
especially in AAI targeted for children and their family pet dog
(Tepfer et al., 2017). In such cases, understanding the possible
connection between attachment quality and AAI participation
could help predict the likelihood of achieving social support
and other beneficial outcomes across settings. For example,
it has been shown that a human participant’s feelings of
attachment toward a dog during AAI promotes participation
in the intervention, including greater motivation to attend and
greater pro-social engagement (Jones et al., 2019). Thus, one
goal of dog-assisted interventions with children might be to
establish or promote secure attachments between the dog and
child engaged in AAI given the associated benefits reported in
cases where stronger attachment relationships are perceived or
exist. However, currently, little research exists on dog attachment
bonds to children (Wanser et al., 2019). While it has been
established that dogs can form attachment to one or more human
caregivers (Topál et al., 1998; Gácsi et al., 2001; Parthasarathy
and Crowell-Davis, 2006; Mariti et al., 2011, 2013), dogs do not
form an attachment, much less a secure attachment, to every
human they interact with (Thielke and Udell, 2020). While it
is possible that a child in the same household may serve as an
attachment figure for a family dog (Wanser et al., 2019), other
(non-caregiver attachment) bond types may also be possible. For
example, in humans, siblings that engage in caretaking behavior
sometimes serve as attachment figures for younger children.
However, siblings that do not engage in protective or caregiving
behavior typically do not serve as primary attachment figures
(Stewart, 1983). Nonetheless, siblings may share other forms of
bond (Stewart, 1983). Therefore, it is possible that not all children
will serve as a primary attachment figure for a dog in their
household, even if they have developed some form of bond. In
cases where a caregiver type bond is established between dog and
child, the quality of attachment will likely vary between dyads
(Wanser et al., 2019). Therefore, it is important to consider the
style, or quality, of attachment relationship between dog and
child, not just the presence or absence of a bond.

It is common for adults to be the primary caretakers of
family dogs (Hall et al., 2016), which may be one reason the
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majority of work on dog-human attachment has focused on
the relationship between dogs and their primary adult owner.
However, evidence from the human literature suggests that
the establishment of a secure attachment style to a primary
caretaker can influence the strength and security of attachments
formed with other individuals (Simpson, 1990; Maccoby, 1992;
Smyke et al., 2010). Therefore, the attachment style of dog-
adult owner pairs may also be a relevant consideration in
AAI applications with child participants, as the quality of this
primary attachment relationship could potentially predict (1)
therapeutic or intervention performance directly (Wanser and
Udell, 2019) and/or (2) the likelihood of secure attachment
development between dog and child (Simpson, 1990; Maccoby,
1992; Smyke et al., 2010).

To our knowledge, no research to date has compared a dog’s
attachment bonds with both adult and child family members
within a household. The influences of AAI participation on the
dog’s attachment behavior toward a child participant have also
not been evaluated. Given that human-dog attachment has been
shown to influence both human therapeutic outcomes and dog
behavior in AAI settings, when considering AAI with children
and family pet dogs, it may also be important to ask how pre-
existing relationships between the dog and adult caretaker in the
home could influence the dog-child bond and AAI motivation
and performance, as well as how AAI influences the dog-
human bond.

PILOT STUDY

The purpose of this initial study was to (1) evaluate attachment
styles between dog-child dyads within an AAI setting across
assessment time points to see to what extent secure attachments
exist in this setting and (2) determine if a relationship existed
between a dog’s attachment style to an adult owner/parent in the
household and to the child participant. We predicted that at least
some dog-child dyads would display a secure attachment style.
However, based on human attachment style research (Smyke
et al., 2010), we predicted that dogs showing a secure attachment
to an adult owner/parent would be more likely to show or
develop a secure attachment to the child participant. As with
other pro-social outcomes in prior AAA research (Tepfer et al.,
2017), we predicted that the attachment style of dogs would
either remain constant or become more secure over the course
of AAI participation.

Methods
Participants
Seven youth with developmental disabilities and their parent
were recruited to participate in this study with their family dog
(see Table 1). Parents completed a demographic questionnaire
to indicate their child’s specific disability (no clinical assessments
were conducted during the course of the AAI itself).

Ethical Note
All children, parents, and dogs participated on a voluntary
basis. Written informed consent was obtained from the

TABLE 1 | Participant demographic information for Pilot Study.

Child participants (n = 7)

Age (years) Range = 9–16; Mean = 12.7; SD = 2.9

Sex Female = 5; Male = 2

Race White = 6; Asian/Pacific Islander = 1

Primary Disability Cerebral Palsy = 5; ADHD = 2

Parent participants (n = 7)

Sex Female = 7; Male = 0

Dog participants (n = 7)

Age (years) Range = 1–7; Mean = 3.4; SD = 2.5

Sex Female = 5; Male = 2

Breed Labrador Retriever = 2; Labrador Retriever mix = 1;
Goldendoodle = 1; Golden Retriever = 1;
Chihuahua = 1; Pomeranian = 1

parents/guardians of all participants, and assent was obtained
from all of the children explicitly indicating their understanding
and desire to participate in the research. The Institutional Review
Board (IRB) and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) of Oregon State University approved all methods and
procedures for this study.

Intervention
Youth participants, identified as having a developmental
disability, and their family dog were recruited from the
northwestern region of the United States to participate in an
animal-assisted intervention focused on joint physical activity.
The AAI consisted of one session per week for 8 weeks, at
a veterinary teaching hospital. Weekly AAI activities, led by a
trained research assistant, consisted of joint physical activities for
the child-dog dyad that were developmentally appropriate and
tailored to the child’s skills. For example, children might work
on sit-to-stand skills and these were jointly completed by the
child and their family dog for 10–15 repetitions. Other activities
included jointly balancing on a wobble board, walking, playing
catch together, and participating in cavalettis (i.e., small jumps).
For homework the child participants were instructed to walk
their dog for 30 min and practice the intervention exercises with
the dog around the same time every day. This was intended
to help establish a bond, create a habitual routine, and foster
prompting behavior in the dog (e.g., attention-getting/walk-
oriented behavior around the established time). A more
detailed description of the intervention methodology, including
intervention exercise descriptions has previously been published
(please see Tepfer et al., 2017 for a review). Assessments were
conducted with the participant-dog dyads before and after the
8-week intervention, as well as 6-months later.

Secure Base Test
The Secure Base Test (SBT) was used to evaluate the
attachment behavior of the family dog toward both the
child participant and adult owner/parent at the initial and
follow-up assessments. This test was originally developed to
assess the quality of attachment of non-humans to attachment
figures (Harlow, 1958) and has been used to evaluate dog-
human attachment style and security across multiple settings
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FIGURE 1 | Diagram of room set-up for Secure Base Test.

(Thielke et al., 2017; Thielke and Udell, 2019, 2020), including
Animal Assisted Activities (Wanser and Udell, 2019) and was
therefore especially well-suited to evaluate attachment style in the
current study. Assessments were conducted in a room that was
novel to the dog and human participants prior to testing. One
chair was located inside a marked circle of 1-m radius on the floor,
along a wall adjacent to the door (see Figure 1). Three toys –
tennis ball, rope toy, and plush-squeak toy – were on the floor
outside the circle. Two experimenters (E1 and E2) conducted the
test. E1 provided instructions at the start of each phase to ensure
consistent participant behavior (E1 remained outside of the room
during all phases). E2 stood neutrally/inattentively in a corner of
the room controlling the video camera (except during the alone
phase when the camera was left on a tripod). The SBT was divided
into three two-minute phases:

Baseline/habituation phase
The experimenter led the dog and the human participant
(i.e., child or parent) into the room and indicated for them
to remove the dog’s leash and sit in the chair. The human
participant was instructed that when the dog entered the circle
surrounding their chair, they could interact with the dog (i.e.,
talking/petting/playing), but when the dog was outside the circle,
they must remain silent, passive, and non-moving.

Alone phase
E1 opened the door to indicate to the human participant to exit
the room. E2 left the camera on the tripod filming toward the
door and also exited, leaving the dog alone. The alone phase
serves as a mild stressor, allowing for assessment of the Secure
Base Effect during the return phase.

Return/experimental phase
E1 directed the human participant to enter the room and
follow the same instructions as the baseline phase. E2 followed
closely behind the participant in entering the room and
returned to the corner to control the camera, without any
interaction with the dog.

Behavior Coding
All assessments were video recorded. The return phase was
viewed by two coders, with prior training in evaluating canine
attachment styles. These two coders independently categorized
the dogs’ behavior using an ethogram for canine attachment style
categories and definitions previously established in the literature
(Schöberl et al., 2016; Thielke et al., 2017; Thielke and Udell, 2019,
2020; Vitale et al., 2019; Wanser and Udell, 2019): secure, insecure
ambivalent, insecure avoidant, and insecure disorganized (see
Table 2). Inter-rater reliability was then assessed for the full
data set (75.7% IRR for attachment style categorization, binomial
probability test, p < 0.001). After independent IRR analysis,
categorization disagreements were then jointly reviewed to come
to consensus for the final attachment style designation using
the standard procedure for holistic canine attachment style
categorization (Thielke et al., 2017; Thielke and Udell, 2019,
2020; Wanser and Udell, 2019). The broader categorization
of secure or insecure attachment, indicating the presence or
absence of the Secure Base Effect, was the primary focus
in this study.

Results and Discussion
The dog-child attachment style changed from an insecure
style pre-intervention to a secure style post-intervention in
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TABLE 2 | Canine attachment style definitions (adapted from Schöberl et al., 2016
and Thielke et al., 2017).

Attachment
Style

Definition

Secure Dog’s greeting behavior is active, open, and positive. Little
or no resistance to contact or interaction with the human
participant. Seeks proximity and is comforted upon reunion,
returning to exploration or play.

Insecure
Ambivalent

Dog shows exaggerated proximity-seeking and clinging
behavior (but may struggle if held by human participant).
Exhibits a mix of persistent distress with efforts to maintain
physical contact with the human participant and/or
physically intrusive behavior toward the human participant
(Dogs who the judges agreed seemed essentially secure
but with ambivalent tendencies were categorized as
secure).

Insecure
Avoidant

Dog shows little or no visible response to the human
participant’s return. Ignores or turns away from human
participant but may not resist interaction altogether (e.g.,
laying, sitting, or standing without physical contact with, out
of reach of, or at a distance from human participant).

Insecure
Disorganized

Dog exhibits evidence of a strong approach-avoidance
conflict or fear upon reunion (e.g., circling human
participant, hiding from sight, rapidly dashing away upon
reunion, or “aimless” wandering around the room). A lack of
coherent strategy is shown by contradictory behavior. Dog
may show stereotypies upon reunion (e.g., freezing or
compulsive grooming). “Dissociation” may be observed,
that is, still or frozen posture, staring into space without
apparent cause, for at least 20 s (in a non-resting,
non-sleeping dog).

Unclassifiable* Judges were unable to reach consensus on the attachment
style categorization of the dog. Unclassifiable dogs were
excluded from further analysis on dog attachment.

*No dogs in the current study were unclassifiable.

two instances. Two dogs displayed a secure attachment to
their child pre- and post-intervention, and the remaining three
dogs displayed insecure attachments to the child both pre-
and post-intervention. The dog-parent attachment style was
a strong predictor of whether a secure attachment style was
present or would develop between the dog and child during
the intervention (Fisher’s Exact Test, p = 0.03). Four dogs
were categorized as having a secure attachment to the adult
owner/parent, and also had or developed a secure attachment
toward the child by the last assessment. The remaining three
dogs displayed an insecure attachment to the adult owner/parent
and remained insecurely attached to the child throughout
the study.

While the population under test in this initial pilot study
was small, it still identified statistically significant differences
that would suggests that AAI participation has the potential
to improve human-animal interactions and, critically, the dog-
parent attachment style was a significant predictor of which
dogs were able to develop a secure attachment to their child
partner during AAI. This is consistent with attachment research
in human infants, where individuals with secure attachments to
primary caregivers or foster parents facilitated secure attachment
development to future attachment figures or adoptive parents
(Smyke et al., 2010).

AAI EXPERIMENT

In this AAI Experiment, we sought to explore whether the
findings of our pilot study would be generalized in the context
of a novel AAI setting with a larger sample size.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-four youth with developmental disabilities and their
parent were recruited to participate in this study with their
family dog (see Table 3). Parents completed a demographic
questionnaire to indicate their child’s specific disability (no
clinical assessments were conducted during the course of the AAI
itself). Two pairs of siblings participated and shared the same
dog and parent between them. Thus, twenty-two pet dogs and
twenty-two parents participated in this study.

Ethical Note
All children, parents, and dogs participated on a voluntary
basis. Written informed consent was obtained from the
parents/guardians of all participants, and assent was obtained
from all of the children explicitly indicating their understanding
and desire to participate in the research. The Institutional Review
Board (IRB) and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) of Oregon State University approved all methods and
procedures for this study.

Intervention
Families were recruited from the northwestern region of the
United States to participate in a randomized control study
involving synchronous activity-based AAI for youth with
developmental disabilities. For the current study we focused on
24 child-dog dyads randomly assigned to one of two AAI groups
[12 participated in a “Do As I Do” dog training intervention

TABLE 3 | Participant demographic information for AAI Experiment.

Child participants (n = 24)

Age (years) Range = 8–17; Mean = 11.3; SD = 2.5

Sex Female = 10; Male = 14

Race White = 19; Latino/Hispanic = 2; Alaskan Native = 2;
unknown = 1

Primary Disability Autism Spectrum Disorder = 7; ADHD = 5; Intellectual
Disability = 4; Down Syndrome = 2; Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorders = 2; Anxiety Disorder = 2; Specific Learning
Disability = 1; Physical Disability = 1

Parent participants (n = 22)

Sex Female = 17; Male = 5

Dog participants (n = 22)

Age (years) Range = 0.4–10; Mean = 3.0; SD = 3.0

Sex Female = 14; Male = 8

Breed Goldendoodle = 3; Golden Retriever = 2; Poodle mix = 2;
Labrador Retriever mix = 2; Labrador Retriever = 1;
Standard Poodle = 1; Miniature Poodle = 1; Toy Poodle = 1;
Alaskan Husky = 1; Australian Shepherd = 1; Australian
Shepherd mix = 1; Beagle = 1; Brittany Spaniel = 1;
Chihuahua = 1; Great Dane = 1; Rough Collie = 1;
Whippet mix = 1
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(Fugazza, 2014) and 12 in a dog walking intervention]. Both the
dog training and dog walking interventions were conducted in
ten 1-h sessions on a university campus. During the summer
the interventions were offered 5 days per week for 2 weeks and
during the school year the interventions were offered 2 days per
week for 5 weeks. A pair of trained research assistants worked
with each participant-dog dyad for all ten sessions, coaching the
child on how to train their dog on the objectives of the study
group to which they were assigned (i.e., “Do As I Do” training
or leash walking). At home participants were instructed to walk
their dog for 30 min and work on the intervention training skills
with their dog for 5 min every day as homework throughout the
course of the intervention. Assessments were conducted with all
participant-dog dyads during the week prior to the start of the
intervention and the week after the end of the intervention.

Secure Base Test
As in the pilot study, the SBT was used to evaluate the attachment
behavior of the family dog toward the child participant at the
initial and follow-up assessments. The SBT was also used to
evaluate the attachment behavior exhibited by the dog toward an
adult owner/parent for comparison to the dog’s behavior toward
the child. The same methodology was used across both studies.

Behavior Coding
As in the pilot study, all assessments were video recorded and
the return phase was viewed by two coders who independently
categorized the dog’s behavior using an established ethogram
for canine attachment style categories (Table 2). There was
68.6% independent inter-rater agreement for attachment style
categorization (binomial probability, p < 0.001). Categorization
disagreements were then jointly reviewed to come to consensus
for the final attachment style designation. The broader
categorization of secure or insecure attachment, indicating
the presence or absence of the Secure Base Effect, was the
primary focus in this study.

Results and Discussion
Similar to what was observed in the pilot study, nine dogs
exhibited a secure attachment to the child and 18 dogs exhibited
a secure attachment to the parent. All nine dogs with a secure
attachment to the child also had a secure attachment to the
parent (Binomial Test, p = 0.004). No dogs with an insecure
attachment to the parent (n = 6) had a secure attachment to the
child (Binomial Test, p = 0.03).

At the follow-up assessment, 18 dogs had a secure attachment
to the child. This was a statistically significant increase in
the number of secure attachment bonds between dog and
child participants when comparing pre- and post-intervention
attachment styles (Fisher’s Exact Test, p = 0.02). In addition,
15 of those 18 dogs also had a secure attachment to the parent
(Binomial Test, p = 0.008), suggesting that while some dogs can
form a secure attachment to the child partner post-intervention
without having a secure attachment to the primary caregiver (in
this case 3 dogs), a secure attachment to the parent still appeared
to be a significant predictive variable. No dogs shifted from a
secure attachment style toward the child pre-intervention to an

insecure attachment style post-intervention, again supporting
prior findings that participation in this kind of AAI typically
has a neutral to beneficial impact on the dog-human bond
(Tepfer et al., 2017).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Research indicates that the bonds between dogs and adult owners
can fulfill the criteria of an attachment bond (Topál et al., 1998;
Palmer and Custance, 2008; Mariti et al., 2013), and some studies
have gone on to categorize dogs into formal attachment styles
(Schöberl et al., 2016; Thielke et al., 2017). The current findings
demonstrate that, in at least some cases, dogs can also form a
secure attachment bond to a child in the household. Furthermore,
in these two studies, the attachment quality between dog and
child was predicted by the attachment style of the dog toward
a primary adult caregiver. Participation in a joint activity-
based AAI also helped improve the attachment security of the
dog-child bond in some cases. These findings shed light on
how dogs may perceive children in their environment, in what
ways relationships with other bonded humans influences this
perception and how participation in joint interventions with a
child partner can impact the dog-child bond.

In many households the primary caregiver and attachment
figure of the family dog is an adult owner (Hall et al., 2016).
Therefore, it is not surprising that more secure attachments were
observed between the dogs and adult owners than between dogs
and children during initial assessments. However, it is common
for both humans and dogs to have multiple attachment figures
(Topál et al., 1998; Howes and Spieker, 2008; Kurdek, 2009;
Mariti et al., 2011), and the current findings demonstrate that
secure attachments between a dog and a child in the same
household may exist prior to, or develop during, a child-focused
AAI. Moreover, the present results support prior evidence
from the human literature that the establishment of a secure
attachment style to primary caregivers can influence the strength
and security of attachments formed with other individuals
(Simpson, 1990; Maccoby, 1992; Smyke et al., 2010), in this case
children in the same household. While more research is needed
to determine the full range of variables that may contribute to
secure attachment development between dogs and children in
the household, it seems promising that AAIs developed with
joint participation and mutual well-being in mind have the
potential to improve attachment bonds between human and
animal participants.

Evidence of secure attachment development between dog-
child AAI partners has a number of important applied
implications. For example, secure attachments have been shown
to have a wide range of benefits including stress reduction,
increased exploration and persistence, improved executive
function, and a reduction of behavior problems in dogs and
humans (Bowlby, 1982; de Ruiter and van IJzendoorn, 1993;
Cooper et al., 1998; Horn et al., 2013; Bernier et al., 2015).
When the child becomes a secure base for a dog AAI partner,
this could also enhance the dog’s sense of security to engage
in the environment alongside the child (Julius et al., 2013),
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possibly improving the animal’s welfare, focus, or performance
in the AAI (Wanser and Udell, 2019). Changes in the dog’s
behavior may increase a child’s perceptions of their own
attachment toward their dog, which can also have a positive
effect on wellbeing and AAI outcomes (Hall et al., 2016;
Wanser et al., 2019). For example, the dog may seek out
the child more for interaction at home when the parent is
absent/unavailable, fostering increased interactions and greater
feelings of responsibility and companionship for the child.
Additional research is needed to evaluate these possibilities, and
to expand on the current findings. Future research should also
evaluate additional behavioral differences in securely attached
dogs toward AAI partners who double as caretakers, as benefits
may extend beyond those already identified in therapeutic
settings with visiting therapy dogs (Wanser and Udell, 2019).
However, the knowledge that at least some AAIs can have a
beneficial impact on the dog-human relationship – and more
specifically the dog-child relationship (with no evidence of a
negative impact identified in the current study) – is a promising
finding that supports the One-Health mission of many AAI
efforts. More research will help improve our understanding of
how the dog-human bond may influence AAI outcomes, to
identify ways to maximize the health and wellbeing of animal
and human participants, as well as to improve human-animal
interactions in AAI settings. Furthermore, research focused
on the child-dog bond may provide important insights into
similarities and differences in the ways dogs and children perceive
one another (compared with dog-adult human relationships),
interact together, and in some cases, serve as support to one
another within the home and in AAI settings.
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